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The Library Celebrates the Humanities Festival and
National Library Week
The Month of April is when we have the National Library Week
(NLW). The theme of this year’s NLW is Libraries Lead. As we all know,
libraries have played an important role in our lives, old or young, in
the past and present and the impact of libraries in our personal,
academic and overall development is beyond words.
We are happy
to say that in
celebrating
this year’s National Library Week, we had
about 110 students participating in
activities including guessing library’s
resources, services, trivia hunting and
telling us stories. Through the activities, we
have learn some amazing stories
about our students and how they feel
about libraries. Students also learned
more about the library. Some students
were excited to discover that the
library has FOUR STORIES and houses over
100,000 volumes of books and videos,
and more than 60 databases! The results
also showed us that very few students were brave enough to try on finding a scholarly/peer reviewed article and citing it
using proper publication style, like APA. As a result, we are convinced that Library Instruction/Information Literacy is still
an area that our students need to learn and explore.
This month, the library also participated
in College’s Humanities Festival. The
Library assisted Dr. Crist and her
students in the philosophy class to hold
a very first research poster session in
the library. To begin, Dr. Crist brought
her students to the library to take a
Library Instruction Lesson, where
students learned how to locate
scholarly/peer review articles and related books for their topics. The students also learned how to present, argue and
respond to listeners’ questions. Though it was very first kind of research presentation held in the library, it was
successful. We look forward to more faculties to bring their classes to the library to develop their students’ research
skills. Thanks to Dr. Crist!!! From Br. Jerry and Martin Martinez: Bishop Grutka Archive:
Brother Jerry and Martin Martinez continue to digitize images and documents from the
Bishop Grutka archive. Some of the images are being digitally restored due to the poor
condition some of the photographs are in. (Left) Archive Photo: Bishop Andrew Grutka
at the bowling alley. In his youth, Bishop Grutka
was an avid athlete and loved bowling
throughout his life.
From Professor Walter Skiba: CCSJ Archive:
Art Department Mascot (Right)
Whiting’s Mascot Hall of Fame is scheduled to
open this coming fall. As the SHAVINGS (March
31, 1978) photo shows, CCSJ’s Fine Arts
Department had a mascot, appropriately named
“Art,” who watched over activities in the art room. Does anyone know what happened to him?

